Timeline Notebook
ABOUT THIS TIMELINE...

This record of time will provide you with a visual representation of events and people across the centuries. We recommend printing these pages on cardstock and either binding them or hole punching to include in a 3-ring binder. The first two pages of this timeline notebook do not include labeled years to provide flexibility in using dates preferred by the user.

This timeline is divided into time periods as follows:

• **Before 4250 BC:** User’s choice. Label as needed or desired.
• **4250 BC - 1500 BC:** 500 years per page (with tick marks in 50 year increments)
• **1500 BC - 750 BC:** 250 years per page (with tick marks in 25 year increments)
• **750 BC - AD 1750:** 50 years per page (with tick marks in 5 year increments)
• **AD 1750 - AD 2035:** 10 years per page (with tick marks in 1 year increments)

Lines are provided in this timeline notebook to aid in the alignment of handwriting, sketching, and/or pasting timeline figures. A blank timeline page is included at the end of this notebook to provide additional pages to insert into the notebook as needed.

EXPANDABLE TIMELINE: INSERTING AN ADDITIONAL TIMELINE PAGE

When a timeline page has been filled, you can expand the timeline by pasting or copying the final page to this document, trimming along the left, top, and/or bottom edge of the lined area, and taping the edge of the page to the top or bottom of the page you need to expand. The inserted page can then be folded over and taped on the reverse side.
In the beginning, God created the heaven and the earth. Genesis 1:1
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